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ASICO would like to thank all of our customers who trusted our service and contributed loyalty to our 
brand in 2016. We would like to provide you a very special holiday offer with promotions on some of our 
new innovations and some of our all-time popular instruments. The instruments you purchase meet the 
highest standards of quality. ASICO standards, in fact, exceed many established Government guidelines. 
We have all approvals for Manufacturing and Sale for every part of the World. This includes the FDA, The 
EU, Japan, Canada and ASIA. 

ASICO as the superior quality instrumental leader not only owns the most patents but also offers largest 
selections of innovations that are ASICO exclusive.

Please feel free to contact us at info@asico.com or call our customer service at 1-630-986-8032 for 
detail.

We wish you a warm and happy holiday!
New Innovations

AE-2403  Jod Mehta SMILE/Pocket Dissector
Elongated hook with laser lines on one side aids in appropriate 
identification of the correct planes and guides the surgeon to the reach 
of the instrument in relation to lenticule size. The dissector on the other 
end helps to release the lenticule from the cornea

AE-2404  Jod Mehta Epithelial Lenticule Remover
One end acts as a guide to help surgeon to the exact edge of the 
lenticule, the other end has a curved spoon shape to allow safe 
removal of epithelium

Season’s Greetings
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All Time Popular

AE-4190  Akahoshi Combo II Prechopper
Ideal for soft nuclei grades 1&2, fits within a 2.0mm incision.
Sharp tip penetrates nucleus; while blunt edge allows for safe 
separaion near posyerior capsule

AE-2573  Chang DUO Quick Chopper
Vertical chopper on one end.
Horizontal (Microfinger) chopper on the other

AE-4226  Tan DSAEK/SMILE Forceps, 23G
Enters through an incision opposite the main incision to gently guide 
the donor disk into the anterior chamber.The forceps is designed in such 
a way that allows grasping the donor button on stromal side only which 
minimizes endothelial loss
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